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Production and Export of Technical Textiles:
Harnessing the Potential in Pakistan

European Union
The Member States of the European Union have decided to link together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together,
they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and
individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries and people
beyond its borders.

International Labour Organization
The International Labour Organization (ILO), founded in 1919, is devoted to promote social justice and internationally recognized human and labor rights, pursuing its founding mission that social justice is essential to universal and lasting peace. It is
the only tripartite UN agency, which brings together governments, employers and workers of 187 member states, to set labour
standards, develop policies and devise programmes that promote decent work for all women and men. Today, the ILO’s
Decent Work agenda is helping advance economic and working conditions that gives workers, employers and governments a
stake in lasting peace, prosperity and progress.

WWF-Pakistan
WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which people and
nature thrive.

International Labour and Environmental Standards Application in Pakistan’s SMEs (ILES)
The ILES project (2016-2022), funded by the European Union and implemented by ILO and WWF-Pakistan, aims to improve
national compliance with international labour and environmental standards. It provides necessary policy and capacity building support to the federal and provincial governments as well as extends hands holding and capacity building support to the
enterprises from the textile and leather industry. It has introduced its targeted enterprises to different approaches/methodologies that enable them to reduce waste production, ensure efficient resource utilization as well as have better working conditions, which in turn enables them to increase productivity and be more environment friendly. The project targets to contribute
significantly to increasing competitiveness, as well as promote sustainable and inclusive growth in leather and textile sectors in
Pakistan.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Textile is the biggest industrial sector in Pakistan, which contributes 58 per cent of exports, 8.5 per cent to the GDP and 45
per cent to the total employment in the country. After Bangladesh, Pakistan is the second most dependent country on textile
with respect to exports. During the last ten years, the growth in Pakistan’s textile exports was 2 per cent which is quite low in
comparison to other regional countries. During the same period, the textile exports of Bangladesh (US$36.6 billion) increased by 177 per cent, Viet Nam (US$36.16 billion) by 256 per cent, India (US$37.01 billion) by 64 per cent and China
(US$266.5 billion) by 48 per cent. The slow growth in the textile sector is impacting the overall exports, current account deficit
and new employment generation as well.
As per International Trade Center’s (ITC) export potential map, Pakistan has an untapped export potential of US$12.2 billion
out of which untapped export potential of textile and clothing is about US$7 billion. Pakistan’s textile and clothing export
product range is very narrow, and 97 per cent of the textile exports are only in four product groups. In the biggest export
categories (HS code 61 and 62 worth US$474 billion), Pakistan’s position is 18th and 17th (with a share of US$5.4 billion)
respectively as an exporter. Pakistan’s exports are mainly concentrated to USA (22 per cent) and the European Union (>40
per cent), while no exports to markets such as Japan, Russia, Korea, Mexico, and Switzerland which are importing more than
US$100 billion of textiles and clothing.
Pakistan is ranked at 107th position among the 140 countries in the global competitiveness index and at 125th in the category
of human skills. Besides this, the subcategories of human skills do not have satisfactory values that include quality of vocational training (90th), skill set of graduates (51st), and ease of finding skilled employees (63rd) etc.
Technical textile is performance textiles with an emerging market of US$200 billion. The share of technical textiles in Pakistan’s export is about 0.3 per cent against 2.4 per cent share in export of conventional textiles.
The technical textile industry is one of the fastest growing industries in the world. It is a highly innovative and versatile industry,
serving a wide range of end markets with less competition and higher added value compared to the conventional textiles.
These attributes have led many countries to shift their textile industry from conventional to technical.
This study, the first of its kind conducted in Pakistan, aims to map existing technical textile value chain in Pakistan, identify
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and strengths and road mapping for enhancing exports.
The first part of the study focuses on conventional textiles. Existing conventional textile value chain in Pakistan is reviewed,
followed by a detailed analysis and findings regarding Pakistan’s exports. The second part of the study focuses on technical
textiles, their classification, global technical textile market and global market drivers. Then Pakistan’s technical textile market is discussed in detail. This includes identification of stakeholder of technical textile market in Pakistan, technical textiles
value chain (process wise) mapping, list and capacity of educational and technical textile research institutes, testing methods
and testing bodies. Global and Pakistan’s trade analysis in the domain of technical textiles for each of the 12 categories is
discussed, followed by trade analysis of technical fibres, technical yarns and technical fabrics. Major findings are divided into
two parts, namely, category wise and product wise. Opportunities for localization and export enhancement are enlisted and
discussed in detail. SWOT analysis of Pakistan’s technical textiles value chain is presented followed by major findings, recommendations and required interventions. The study concludes with examples of regional and international success stories and
proposed technical assistance interventions in the future.
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Background and Scope of the Study
This study is a part of the WWF-Pakistan’s project, International Labour and Environmental Standards Application in Pakistan’s SMEs (ILES), funded by the European Union, and implemented in collaboration with the International Labor Organization (ILO).
The objectives of the study include:
a) To explore and outline the existing opportunities and capabilities of producing technical textiles in Pakistan for international
markets with available raw material base (cotton and polyester) and infrastructure.
b) To frame the recommendations for broadening and upgrading the raw material base and infrastructure (machinery and
technology) necessary to overcome the limitations in existing Pakistan textile setups to produce technical textiles for increased
exports.
The main tasks include:

1. Key stakeholder mapping for technical textiles
2. Assessment of existing raw material base for cotton; Purified Terephthalic
Acid and polyester
3. Assessment of infrastructure for ginning, spinning, weaving, processing
and garmenting
4. Pakistan’s technical textiles value chain mapping and SWOT analysis
5. Global market of technical textiles and Pakistan’s contribution in import
and export
6. Trade analysis of technical textiles and key end user products
7. Key limitations for not entering in the technical textile market
8. Exploration of opportunities for technical textile production in Pakistan with
existing limitations
9. Regional and international best practices and success stories which can be
replicated in Pakistan
10. Short term, medium term and long term measures for overcoming the
impediments in producing and marketing technical textiles in global markets.

Research Methodology
This was the first study conducted on the technical textile sector in Pakistan, therefore, there were challenges in accurately
analyzing and assessing the technical textile value chain of Pakistan due to the scarcity of data and secrecy of the sector. To
meet those challenges, several steps were taken. The methodology is similar to that adopted in the value chain mapping of
Egyptian technical textile industry (1).
In the first step, the existing value chain, from fibre to finished products, of the conventional textile industry was assessed. Current state, strengths, weaknesses, and recommendations for improvement of the existing industry were prepared.
The second step consisted of mapping the technical value chain of textiles from raw material suppliers, producers and processors to final markets. This mapping included various actors, such as service providers, services, organizations, and other
supporting segments. Profiles of companies and organizations were collected from industry directories, web pages, surveys,
Textile Commissioner’s Offices (TCO), and other sources.
The third stage consisted of defining the technical textile industry itself. This was done by dividing the sector, according to the
various steps of the value chain (for example, upstream from technical fibres, yarns and fabrics and downstream to technical
textile end-products). The end-products were classified using the categories used by the Frankfurt GmbH Techtextil and as
mentioned in fibres for technical textiles, the leading international trade exhibition for technical textiles.
In the fourth step, Harmonized System (HS) codes related to technical textiles were identified and then the import and export
16

data for these HS codes over a five-year period (2015 to 2019) was gathered. The data was plotted to show imports and
export trends for the given period, and the trade balance was illustrated to define the trade surplus and deficit in technical
textile articles.
Trade data were collected from a range of sources, including the TCO, Federal Bureau of Statistics, World Trade Organization (WTO), International Trade Centre (ITC) and UN Comtrade.
Subsequently, various members of the value chain were identified and surveys/interviews were conducted to analyze the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats related to technical textile value chains in Pakistan. The analysis and interpretation of the results are based on the surveys, interviews, and experience of the researchers.
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1

GLOBAL TEXTILE

In 2019, goods worth US$18,754 billion were traded globally, out of which US$978 billion was trade of textile goods. The
top textile and clothing exporters in the world are shown in Figure 1. China is the top exporter with US$211 billion exports of
textile and clothing, whereas Pakistan remains at the tenth place, with US$14.53 billion of textile and clothing exports.

Figure 1. Top textile and clothing exporters in the world (2)

Figure 2 shows the leading textile and clothing importers in the world. The United States stands first in the world with US$104
billion imports of textile and clothing followed by Germany, Japan, China and the United Kingdom. Despite being an agricultural and textile focused country, Pakistan also imports textile and clothing worth US$3.8 billion.

The United States stands first in the world with US$104
billion imports of textile and clothing
18

Figure 2. Top textile and clothing importers in the world (2)

1.1 EXISTING CONVENTIONAL TEXTILE VALUE CHAIN IN PAKISTAN
Pakistan is the 5th largest producer of cotton and the conventional textile value chain comprises of the following different
sectors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fibres (farming/production)
Ginning
Spinning
Weaving
Hosiery/knitting

6. Textile wet processing
7. Made ups
8. Garments
9. Denim
10. Composite units

1.1.1 Fibres (Farming/Production)
Fibres for textile industry of Pakistan are either grown (natural fibres) or are man-made (synthetic). In terms of fiber utilization
from plants, there is potential in Pakistan for cotton, jute, flax, sisal and banana etc. as these are grown indigenously. However, currently only cotton and jute are being used.

1.1.1.1 Cotton
Cotton is a major crop in Pakistan with an annual production of 1.655 million metric tons. As shown in the Figure 3, Pakistan
is the fifth largest producer of cotton in the world. The cotton fibre is the most utilized fibre due to its comfort, durability and
ease to process (3). Pakistan is also among the top producers and consumers of the cotton (4).
19

Figure 3. World cotton production in 2018/19 (5)

The cotton crop, which is cultivated in large area in Pakistan, consumes very high amount of water. The growing of cotton
also requires the bulk of pesticides. Cotton is cultivated only on 2.4 per cent of arable land in the world which consumes
nearly 11 per cent of the world’s pesticides. The usage of pesticides on cotton crop is around 50 per cent of total pesticides in
developing countries like Pakistan and India(5). Moreover, the high cost of growing, processing and a big gap in demand and
supply make the cotton products highly expensive. These drawbacks urge the usage of other natural fibres to produce fabrics
with qualities that are comparable to cotton.
Figure 4. Cotton production and consumption in Pakistan from 1960 to 2020 (2)
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Cotton production, area harvested, imports and consumption (million bales) of Pakistan during 1960-2020 is shown in Figure
4. During the last decade, despite a continuous and stable demand of cotton, the production decreased. Quality of seed,
rise in sugarcane production in cotton belt and natural disasters etc. are among the reasons for this decrease. The cotton
produced is not enough to meet the quantity and quality required by the textile industry in Pakistan. Therefore, Pakistan was
the seventh largest importer of cotton in 2019, importing about 418 metric tonnes of cotton spending US$710 million (5).
The sisal, banana, flax and jute fibres included in the category of natural fibres, are getting attention due to the lesser usage
of water, herbicides, pesticides and favorable properties as compared to cotton (6–8) .
Sisal fibres are extracted from leaves of plants which have good dimensional stability. These fibres are used to prepare clothing, handbags, carpets and ropes (3,9). Banana fibres are another class of natural fibres which has huge potential to replace
conventionally used natural fibres. Banana is the fourth largest crop of the world, and stems are used to extract the fibres. The
banana fibres is highly comfortable and is used to prepare light weight clothing, hats and scarves. Moreover, these fibres are
also used in producing paper, tea bags and for car interiors (3,10). Flax fibres are also extracted from the stems of the plants
which produce ideal fabrics for hot weather. These are also used to produce mesh for erosion control along the roads, buildings and canals (11,12).
The sisal, banana, flax and jute fibres are cultivated in Pakistan, but they are not used in producing high value fabrics. The
banana crop is cultivated over an area of 35,000 hectares, which produces more than 7 million tonnes stem waste (2). This
waste can be processed into valuable products to increase exports. Sindh and Potohar are ideal to grow banana crop where
barren land can be used for banana cultivation.

1.1.1.2 Jute
The cultivation area of jute is less than 20 hectares and based mainly in south Punjab. There are 14 reported mills of jute in
Pakistan out of which five are operational currently. Pakistan Jute Mills Association (PJMA) with 10 members is the representative body of jute manufacturers. Five major jute mills and their production capacities are given in Table 1:
Table 1. Name and capacity of jute mills currently operational in Pakistan (13)

Based on actual capacity utilization, Sargodha Jute Mill is the largest producer of jute products. Most of the jute fibre for the
said mills is imported from Bangladesh. In 2019, Pakistan imported 40,830 tonnes of jute, mainly from Bangladesh that costs
US$23.61 million. The imported quantity was double in 2018 (13).

There are 14 reported mills of jute in Pakistan out of
which five are operational currently.
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1.1.1.3 Flax
Flax, a bast fibre mainly grown in Europe, is used in clothing due to its lustrous nature, soft feel and superior mechanical
properties. It is also one the main candidates for replacement of synthetic fibres in technical textiles and composites. In
Pakistan flax crop is grown mainly for obtaining linseed and linseed oil. Therefore, for in-house use in textiles, flax fibres are
imported. In 2019, Pakistan imported 649 tonnes of flax fibres worth US$1.765 million (14).

1.1.1.4 Wool
There are 29.4 million sheep across the country which yield 44.1 million kg of wool. Out of these 29.4 million, more than
14.1 million (48 per cent) sheep population is found in Balochistan. Pakistan is a net importer of wool (code 51), and it
imported wool articles worth US$10.5 million in 2019 (14). The maximum value of wool imports was in 2017 worth US$21
million.

1.1.1.5 Man-made fibres
Currently, three polyester units are functioning in Pakistan; Ibrahim Fibres, ICI Pakistan and Rupali Polyester with an installed
capacity of 390,600, 126,853 and 23,725 tonnes per annum respectively (15). Pakistan imports polyester, nylon, acrylic,
viscos, glass, carbon and aramid fibres. In 2019, Pakistan imported man-made fibres worth US$603 million with China as
the biggest market share holder. At the same time, Pakistan exported these fibres with a value of US$313 million (15).

1.1.2 Ginning
Ginning is the process of removing seeds and waste from the picked cotton. Currently, there are nearly 1,200 ginning factories in the country: 250 in Sindh and more than 720 in Punjab, with the others in Balochistan. These factories handle Pakistan’s cotton crop, which is estimated to be more than eight million bales this year (13).
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1.1.3 Spinning
The spinning industry is the largest textile industry sector in Pakistan with 511 mills having an installed capacity of 13.36
million spindles and 199,000 rotors (16). The industry is mainly focused on spinning of coarse and medium fineness yarns. The
fibre consumption by Pakistan’s spinning industry and installed capacity is given in table 2 and table 3 respectively.
Table 2. Fibre consumption in million bales

(16)

Table 3. Installed capacity and production of spinning (16)

The spinning industry is mainly installed in Punjab and
Sindh province.
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1.1.4 Weaving
The weaving industry is divided into two sub-sectors, organized mill sector and unorganized mill sector. The unorganized mill
sector roughly accounts for 90 per cent of the total weaving capacity. No conclusive figures are available on the share of
each of these sub-sectors in the total weaving industry. In the organized mill sector, air jet looms are the most used looms.

1.1.4.1 Breakdown of looms
The known installed capacity of weaving looms in Pakistan is given in table 4.

Table 4. Installed capacity of weaving looms (16)

• Weaving looms, both in organized and unorganized sector lack
capacity to convert all the yarn produced in spinning mills into
fibre/ cloth.
• The weaving sector is primarily unorganized.
• ‘’Power looms’’ have the largest share of output in cloth making.

In addition to these, there are about 150,000 power looms installed mainly in the Punjab province (Faisalabad and Multan).

1.1.4.2 Textile wet processing
There are about 106 finishing units in the organized sector and 625 finishing units in the small-scale sector with a total finishing capacity of 4 billion square metres (16).
24

1.1.4.3 Knitwear industry
The installed capacity for Pakistani knitwear manufacturers numbered 12,000 machines (16).

1.1.4.4 Garments industry
Regarding finished textile goods, the country’s 5,000 apparel units featured about 700,000 industrial and domestic stitching
machines (17).

1.2 Status of Pakistan’s exports
In 2019, the total exports of Pakistan remained US$23.81 billion. It can be noted that the top four HS codes (52, 61, 62, 63)
group belong to textiles and contribute a major chunk to textile and overall exports. Another HS code (55) group related to
the textile of man-made fibres stands at 16th position in Pakistan’s exports (14).

1.2.1 Top textile export destinations
The textile and clothing exports of Pakistan are mainly concentrated to the United States (22 per cent) and European Union
(EU) (more than 40 per cent). Details of the top textile and clothing export destination of Pakistan are given in figure 5.
Figure 5. Top textile and clothing export destinations for Pakistan (2)

In 2019, the total imports of Pakistan were US$50.13 billion. Imports decreased by 17 per cent in the year 2018-19 due to
recent reforms introduced by the government. It mainly includes petroleum products, machinery and equipment, electronic
and electrical equipment, iron and steel, organic chemicals, and plastics.
25

In textile and clothing, Pakistan imports were about US$3.8 billion. It included import of cotton products (HS code 52) worth
US$833 million and man-made fibres worth US$365 million. The other products included natural fibres like jute, flax etc. The
main chunk of imports in textile and clothing was from China and United States. Top textile and clothing importers to Pakistan
are given in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Top textile and clothing importing countries for Pakistan (2018)

(2)

The textile and clothing exports of Pakistan are mainly
concentrated to the United States (22 per cent) and
European Union (EU) (more than 40 per cent).
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During the last decade (figure 7), the textile and clothing exports of Pakistan remained stagnant. As the total exports are heavily reliant on textiles, overall exports showed a similar trend.
Figure 7. Total and textile exports of Pakistan from 2009-19 (2)

On the other hand, the exports of regional countries like Bangladesh, India, Vietnam and China are increasing at a significant rate (figure 8). During the last decade, textile and clothing exports of China, despite having a big base, increased by 48
per cent, Vietnam increased by 256 per cent, India by 64 per cent and Bangladesh by 177 per cent. The textile exports of
Pakistan grew by 28 per cent in the same duration, which is lowest in the region and among all the competitors.
Since Pakistan’s exports are heavily dependent on textiles (58 per cent), this slow growth is badly affecting overall exports, the
current account deficit and new employment generation.

Figure 8. Comparison in growth of textile exports of Pakistan with regional countries (2)
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The textile exports of Pakistan grew by 28 per cent in
the same duration, which is lowest in the region and
among all the competitors.
Breakdown of total exports of Pakistan in 2019 is given in figure 9. Out of the five major export groups (HS codes) contributing 68 per cent of exports, four are related to textile and clothing, whereas the fifth one is cereals.

Figure 9. Breakdown of total exports of Pakistan in 2019 (2)

As per the breakdown of exports of textiles, the top four product groups/sectors cover 97 per cent of exports. These include
HS code group 63 (made up textiles) that contributes 30 per cent to textile and clothing exports, HS code group 52 (articles
of cotton) that contributes 24 per cent to textile and clothing exports, HS code group (61) article of apparel and clothing
accessories, knitted or crocheted that contributes 22 per cent to textile and clothing exports and HS code group (62) article of
apparel and clothing accessories, not knitted or crocheted that contributes 21 per cent to textile and clothing exports.
Trends changed in the textile and clothing exports of Pakistan in four major product groups in the last ten years are given
in figure 10. It can be noted that the exports of Pakistan are increasing, though slowly, in made ups and garments groups,
whereas exports are decreasing in product group cotton.
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Figure 10. Variation in four top textile exports product groups of Pakistan from 2009-19 (2)

1.2.2 Made-ups (63)
The total world market of made ups is about US$66 billion (figure 11). China is the largest exporter in this product group with
an accumulative export of US$28 billion.
Figure 11. Top exporter countries of made ups (HS code 63) in 2019 (2)
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In this product group, Pakistan stands at number four in 2019 with an export of worth US$4.07 billion.
Comparison of growth in the exports of top performing countries in HS code 63 is given in figure 12. There is a growing
trend in exports from China and the world. However, exports of other countries including Pakistan remained almost same.

Figure 12. Comparison of made ups (HS code 63) exports from 2009-19 (2)

© Charlotta Järnmark / WWF-Sweden

Looking at the additional breakdown (figure 13) of this product group (63) exports by Pakistan, it can be seen that 80 per cent
of the total is contributed by bedlinen, table linen, toilet linen etc.
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Figure 13. Breakdown of made ups (HS Code 63) exports of Pakistan in 2019 (2)

Figure 14. Growth in Pakistan’s exports of different articles (HS Code 63) during 2009-19 (2)
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The growth in exports of different products of HS group 63 during the last 10 years is shown in figure 14. There is a significant growth in the export of bed linen, table linen etc. but as compared to growth of China, this is insignificant. The growth in
other categories is almost zero in the last decade.

Figure 15. Made ups (HS Code 63) export destinations of Pakistan in 2019 (2)

The major destinations for Pakistan’s made ups exports are the United States and European Union (figure 15). This includes
United States (US$1.4 billion), UK (US$0.5 billion), Germany (US$0.3 billion) etc.

1.2.3 Cotton (52)
The total world market of articles made of cotton (HS code 52) is about US$55 billion (figure 16). China is the largest exporter in this product group with an accumulative export of US$14 billion. Pakistan is in fourth position with an export of US$3.25
billion.
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Figure 16. Top exporter countries of cotton products (HS code 52) in 2019 in the world (2)

Taking into account the further breakdown (figure 17) of this product group (52) exports by Pakistan, 33 per cent of it is
contributed by cotton yarn, 28 per cent by woven fabrics of cotton weighing heavier than 200 g/m2 (including denim fabrics/
products), 19 per cent by woven fabrics of cotton weighing lighter than 200 g/m2 and 9 per cent by woven fabrics of cotton
of mixed weight.
Figure 17. Breakdown of cotton (HS code 52) group exports of Pakistan in 2019 (2)
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Figure 18. Growth in Pakistan’s exports of different articles (HS code 52) during 2009-19 (2)

The growth in exports of different products of HS group 52 during the last 10 years is shown in figure 18. There is a significant loss of exports in the cotton yarn category, however, the growth in other categories is almost zero in the last decade.
Figure 19. Cotton (HS code 52) export destinations of Pakistan in 2019 (2)
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The major destinations for Pakistan’s cotton product exports are China, Bangladesh, Turkey and Italy (figure 19). The first
three countries import mainly Pakistani cotton yarns and convert it into finished products.

1.2.4 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted (61)
The total world market of apparel articles and clothing (HS code 61) is about US$239 billion (figure 20). China is the largest
exporter in this product group with an export worth US$71.4 billion followed by Bangladesh (US$20.7 billion) and Vietnam
(US$16.25 billion). Pakistan is at 18th position with an export of US$3.02 billion.
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Figure 20. Top exporter countries of apparels and clothing knitted or crocheted (HS code 61) in 2019 in the world (2)
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As evident from figure 21, China remained the leading exporter in HS code 61 group during 2010-19, however, its exports
trend has decreased since 2013 despite an increasing trend in the world exports. In this same duration, Bangladesh gained a
significant share in this group.

Figure 21. Country wise export trend of apparel and clothing knitted or crocheted (HS code 61) in 2010-19 in the world (2)

Figure 22 shows growth in exports of Bangladesh, Vietnam, Turkey, India, Cambodia and Pakistan during 2010-19. In this
duration, an exponential growth in Bangladesh and Vietnam exports can be seen whereas, in comparison to these countries,
growth in Pakistan’s exports is nominal.

China remained the leading exporter in HS code 61 group
during 2010-19, however, its exports trend has
decreased since 2013
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Figure 22. Country wise export trend of apparel and clothing knitted or crocheted (HS code 61) in 2010-19 in the world (2)

If we look at the further breakdown (figure 23) of this product group (61) exports by Pakistan, 18 per cent of it is contributed
by men/boys’ knitted suits, 16 per cent by men’s shirts, 16 per cent by T-shirts,13 per cent by jerseys/pullovers and 12 per
cent by pantyhose/tights etc.
Figure 23. Breakdown of made ups (HS Code 63) exports of Pakistan in 2019 (2)
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The growth in exports by Pakistan in major articles of this product group (61) is shown in figure 24. There is a significant
growth in men/boys’ knitted suits, jerseys/pullovers and T-shirts during the last 10 years. The exports of pantyhose/tights
remained almost the same whereas negative growth was recorded in articles like men’s shirts.
Figure 24. Growth in Pakistan’s exports of different articles (HS Code 61) during 2009-19 (2)

The top destination in this group remained United States (US$1.12 billion) and European Union (EU) with about 80 per cent
of the share as shown in figure 25.
Figure 25. Articles of knitted apparel and clothing (HS Code 61) export destinations of Pakistan in 2019 (2)
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1.2.5 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, not knitted or crocheted (62)
The total world market of apparel articles and clothing not knitted or crocheted (HS code 62) is about US$236 billion (figure
26). China is the largest exporter in this product group with an export worth US$67 billion followed by Bangladesh (US$19.6
billion) and Vietnam (US$17.0 billion). Pakistan is at 17th position with an export of US$2.81 billion.

17

th POSITION OF
PAKISTAN

with an export of US$2.81 billion.

Figure 26. Top exporter countries of apparel and clothing, not knitted or crocheted (HS code 62) in 2019 in the world (2)
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Figure 27. Country wise export trend of apparel and clothing not knitted or crocheted (HS code 62) in 2010-19 in the world (2)

In this duration, an exponential growth in the exports of Bangladesh and Vietnam can be seen whereas, in comparison to
these countries, growth in Pakistan’s exports is nominal. Myanmar appeared as a new player in this segment crossing Pakistan
in exports in 2018. The increasing trend in exports of Germany is mainly due to its production of technical textiles.
Taking into account the further breakdown of exports of Pakistan in this segment, the major contributor (83 per cent) is men’s
suits etc. followed by women’s suits etc. (9 per cent).
Figure 28. Growth in Pakistan’s exports of different articles (HS code 62) during 2009-19 (2)
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The growth of Pakistan’s exports in this segment during the last 10 years is given in figure 28. The growth in the articles of
men’s suits etc. is exponential whereas a significant drop in exports is recorded in women’s suits etc. Other categories remained almost the same.
Figure 29. Article of apparel and clothing, not knitted or crocheted, (HS code 62) export destinations of Pakistan in 2019 (2)
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The list of top export destinations of Pakistan in the category of non-knitted apparel and clothing is given in figure 29. The
export of Pakistan in this category is mainly to the United States and European Union that covers about 85 per cent of exports.
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1.3 Summary of Pakistan’s exports and findings
In table 5, the summary of main contributing HS code groups and article groups of textile and clothing is presented. It can be
noted that four HS code groups (52,61, 62 and 63) cover 97 per cent of textile exports.
Table 5. Summary of Pakistan’s textile exports (top HS codes) (2)
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The summary of products with a share in Pakistan’s textile and clothing exports in given in table 6. It can be noted that the top
three products contribute 50 per cent to textile of Pakistan. Whereas the top eleven products contribute 80 per cent to textile
and clothing exports of Pakistan

Table 6. Summary of Pakistan’s textile exports (top products)

(2)

1. Pakistan’s textile and clothing export product range is very narrow i.e. 97
per cent of the textile exports are in four product groups (HS code 52,61,62
& 63). Out of these segments, only four products contribute 50 per cent and
11 products contribute 80 per cent to the textile exports.
2. There is an increasing trend in exports of apparel and clothing segment
(HS code 61 and 62), but Pakistan’s overall textile and clothing exports remained stagnant during the last 10 years due to a decrease in exports of
cotton yarn (HS code 52).
3. In the biggest export categories (HS code 61 and 62 worth US$474 billion),Pakistan’s position is 18 and 17 (with a share of US$5.4 billion) respectively as an exporter.
4. Despite being an agricultural and cotton rich country, there are imports
of cotton fibre and its products of worth US$833 million, jute and flax fibres
worth US$25 million and wool fibres worth US$10 million.
5. Pakistan’s exports are mainly concentrated in the United States (22 per
cent) and the European Union (>40 per cent). Pakistan is not tapping markets like Japan, Russia, Korea, Mexico, Switzerland etc. which are importing
more than US$100 billion of textiles and clothing.
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6. Pakistan’s fibre mix is roughly 30:70 (cotton: man-made) whereas in the
world market it is the opposite (70:30).
7. Technical textiles constitute of fibres and fabrics developed specifically for
their performance. It is an emerging market of US$200 billion. The share of
technical textiles in Pakistan’s export is negligible.

$200 BILLION
EMERGING MARKET

As per the ITC’s export potential map (18), Pakistan has an untapped export potential of US$12.2 billion.
Based on the expertise of the industry of Pakistan and market demand, the export potential map of textile products of Pakistan
is given in figure 30.

Figure 30. Export potential map of Pakistan for textile products (2)

The total untapped potential in textile and clothing is about US$7.0 billion. The major products include men’s trousers and
cotton shorts with a 25 per cent untapped potential, women’s trousers and cotton shorts with 22 per cent untapped potential,
bedlinen with 36 per cent untapped potential, toilet kitchen linen with 70 per cent untapped potential, bedlinen (knitted/crocheted) with 29 per cent untapped potential, single yarn of cotton 12 per cent untapped potential and denim with 30 per cent
untapped potential.
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2

TECHNICAL TEXTILE

Technical textile products are used primarily for their technical performance and functional properties, whereas conventional
textiles are used for the aesthetic and furnishing purposes. In comparison to US$700 billion market of conventional textiles,
which accounts for 78 per cent of the total market, the value of the technical textile market is about US$190 billion. This can
be attributed to the increasing demand for functional products in different end-use areas such as personal safety, light weight
replacement materials for metals, medical and health care and industrial applications (1). Technical textiles consume 22 per
cent of total fibres globally.

Technical textile has a market value of about US$190
billion and consumes 22 per cent of the total fibres globally.

2.1 Classification of technical textile with respect to area of application
With respect to its applications, technical textiles are divided into 12 main categories as shown in figure 31.

Figure 31: Classification of technical textile with respect to application
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1. Protech
are the protective textiles that are used in protection against various threats such as heat and radiation for fire fighter
clothing, molten metals for welders, bulletproof jackets for army and police officers and chemical materials for labourers
working in the petrochemical sector. They also provide protection against bacterial and blood pollution in hospitals.

2. Sportech
are the sports textiles used mainly for making sportswear, including sports shoes and other sports accessories. Increasing
interest in active sports and outdoor leisure activities such as flying and sailing sports, climbing, and cycling has led to
immense growth in the consumption of textile materials related to sport goods and equipment.

3. Packtech
are the packaging textiles used for bags, packaging sacks, Flexible Intermediate Bulk Carriers (FIBC) and wrappings for
textile bales and carpets, durable papers, tea bags, and other food and industrial product wrappings.

4. Oekotech
are the environmental textiles used in environmental protection applications, such as floor sealing, erosion protection, air
cleaning, prevention of water pollution, water cleaning, waste treatment/recycling, depositing area construction, product
extraction and domestic water sewerage plants.

5. Mobiltech
is used in the transportation industry for the production of vehicular accessories such as seat covers, seat belts, nonwovens for cabin air filtration, airbags, parachutes, inflatable boats, air balloons, truck covers and restraint which has significant textile end-uses in the transportation sector (automobiles, railways and ships). Pakistan is importing most of these
textiles for locally assembled/manufactured vehicles.
6. Medtech
includes all textile structures that are designed and manufactured for a medical application. They are used in health care
and hygiene applications in both consumer and medical markets. They are generally used in bandages and sutures that
are used for stitching the wounds.

7. Indutech
are the industrial textiles used in different industries for functions such as separation and filtration, transportation of materials and serving as substrates for abrasive sheets and other coated products.

8. Hometech
is used in manufacturing for many home furnishing fabrics including carpet backings, curtains and wall coverings. Much
of hometech consists of fire-retardant fabrics.

9. Geotech
are textile fabrics which can be woven, nonwoven or knitted fabric used for a variety of purposes such as support, drainage and separation at/or below ground level, coastal engineering, earth and road construction, dam engineering, soil
sealing and drainage systems.

10. Clothtech
includes functional textile products that are most often invisible components in clothing and footwear products e.g., interlinings, sewing thread, insulating fibrefill and waddings.
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11. Buildtech
is used in construction and architectural applications such as for concrete reinforcement, facade foundation, interior construction, insulation, noise prevention, visual protection, protection against sun light and building safety. The field of textile
architecture is also expanding as textile membranes are increasingly being used for roof construction.

12. Agro-textiles,
also known as agrotech, are used in agricultural applications related to growing and harvesting of crops and animals.
They are also used in forestry, horticulture, and animal and poultry rearing, including animal clothing.

Some examples of technical textiles products are given in figure 32.
Figure 32: Examples of application of technical textiles

Medtech

Packtech

Protech

Clothtech

Sportech

Hometech

Agrotech

Mobiltech

Indutech

Geotech

Buildtech

Buildtech

Source: Tanveer Hussain, Technical Textiles, COVITEX conference, National Textile University.
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2.2 Classification of technical textile with respect to technology
With respect to fabrication process, technical textiles are globally classified into composites, non-woven and woven/knitted
technical textiles. These three may have application areas from one or more of 12 segments mentioned earlier.
1. Composite materials are produced by combining textile reinforcement and polymeric, ceramic or metallic matrix. Glass
fibres are mostly used fibres in such materials along with matrix unsaturated polyester. Other fibres include carbon fibre, aramid fibres, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and natural fibres like jute, hemp and linen etc.
These materials have generally superior mechanical properties that have light weight and longer service lives. Composite
materials have application in mobiltech, buildtech, protech etc.
2. Nonwovens are produced directly from fibres by placing them randomly in the form of sheets. The fibre bonding techniques to achieve a consolidated sheet with required thickness includes spun bond, melt blown, needle punching and thermal
bonding. Polypropylene is the most used material to produce nonwoven fabric. However, these are being produced with natural fibres as well. Due to the short fabrication cycle, nonwovens are quick to produce and are relatively cheap. Nonwovens
have applications in almost all the 12 application segments of technical textiles.
3. Woven/knitted technical textiles is the category that covers the majority of technical textile products. The yarn is either
staple spun or is converted to fabric using knitting or weaving process. The mostly used fibres in these textiles is polyester. The
fabrics are then processed and converted into end products. These have applications in almost all the 12 application segments of technical textiles.
A typical value chain of technical textiles is presented in figure 33. The map is divided into three parts called as materials,
processes and products. The materials used are metallic, mineral, synthetic polymers or natural fibres in nature. They may be
available in staple or in filament form. The fibres are directly converted to waddings, nonwovens, nets, ropes, cords, threads
or to technical fabrics after spinning, weaving/knitting and coating.

Figure 33: Technical textile value chain from materials to end products (19)
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2.3 Global technical textile market
The total global market of technical textiles is estimated between US$190-200 billion (20). The demand for technical textiles is
likely to gain traction across Asia-Pacific countries (21). Mobiltech, indutech and sportech account for 52 per cent of the total
market. Europe and China together account for more than 50 per cent of the global technical textile production while India
accounts for approximately five per cent of the production. Contrary to conventional textiles with a cumulative annual growth
rate of one per cent the growth rate of technical textiles in the world is about 4.6 per cent. The global technical textiles market
is expected to rise to US$220 billion by 2025 (20).

2.3.1 Market by application segment
As shown in figure 34 and figure 35, mobiltech is the biggest application segment of technical textiles with a US$42 billion
value and 22 per cent share in the global market. It is followed by indutech and sportech with a share of US$30 billion (16
per cent) and US$27 billion (14 per cent) respectively. These three categories account for 52 per cent of the total technical
textiles market.

Figure 34: Category wise breakdown (value in billion US$) of the global technical textiles market (2)

The share of medtech, hometech, buildtech and clothtech is US$13 billion each, which is equal to seven per cent share in the
global market.
The categories packtech and protech have a market value of US$10 and 11 billion respectively which is equal to five per cent
share (each) in the market. The market value of geotech and oekotech is US$4 billion each which is equal to two per share
(each) in the market.
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Figure 35: Application segment wise breakdown (%) of global technical textiles market (2)

The categories packtech and protech have a market value of US$10 and 11 billion respectively which is equal to five per cent
share (each) in the market. The market value of geotech and oekotech is US$4 billion each which is equal to two per share
(each) in the market.

2.3.2 Market by process
Technical textiles are either produced using woven/knitted fabrics, nonwoven or composite materials. As evident from figure
36, the total volume of technical textiles produced using woven/knitted fabrics is about 60 per cent, which is much higher
than the combined volume of nonwoven and composites (20 per cent each).

The total volume of technical textiles produced using
woven/knitted fabrics is about 60 per cent.
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Figure 36: Category-wise (%) of global technical textiles market (2)

2.3.3 Market by region
Most of the technical textiles (88 per cent by volume) are being used in America, Europe and Asia pacific (figure 37). The
share of Asia Pacific region has significantly increased during the last decade. The main reason of increasing share of this
region is a steady growth of the Chinese market and an emerging Indian market.
Figure 37: Region-wise breakdown (%) of global technical textiles market (2)

After a careful analysis, it can be concluded that China is the largest exporter of technical textiles globally. Other key players
include USA, Germany and Vietnam. The biggest importer of technical textiles is USA. Other key markets include Germany,
China, Japan and Vietnam etc.
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2.3.4 Global market drivers
The major drivers of market growth of technical textiles are listed in table 7. The main drivers include an improvement in lifestyle, growth in population, awareness and technological advancements.

Table 7. Global market drivers for technical textiles

2.4 Pakistan’s technical textile market building blocks
There are three major building blocks of the technical textile market in Pakistan, namely large manufacturers, converters and
end users/society as shown in figure 38. The material/large scale manufactures are few in Pakistan in comparison to other
countries globally that are leading in technical textiles.
Most of the companies in Pakistan lie in the category of “converters”. They procure raw material, e.g. fibre, yarn or fabric and
convert it into the final product.
The end user includes local and export market. The local end users are not relatively aware of the importance and benefits of
the technical textiles and there has never been an organized campaign to create awareness regarding its significance. Furthermore, the main focus of the converters is the export market due to better profit margins.

Figure 38: Building blocks of technical textiles market in Pakistan
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2.5 Stakeholders of technical textile market in Pakistan
The major stakeholders involved in the technical textiles in Pakistan are given in figure 39.

Figure 39: Technical textiles stakeholders in Pakistan

2.6 Pakistan’s technical textiles value chain (process wise) mapping
More than 200 companies manufacture technical textiles, composites and nonwovens in Pakistan. These producers are
generally small and medium sized companies, but there are also some large-scale companies producing technical textiles as
well.

2.6.1 Value chain map
A simple, self-explanatory value chain map for technical textiles in Pakistan is given in figure 40.
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Figure 40: Technical Textile Manufacturing Value Chain in Pakistan

Figure 41: A detailed value chain map of woven/knitted technical textile manufacturing in Pakistan

2.6.2 Major technical textile producers in Pakistan
In Pakistan, there are two types of technical textile industries: dedicated/specialized technical textile industry clusters and conventional textile industry producing technical textiles as well.
Technical textile industry exists in Pakistan as small industrial clusters of SMEs in Sialkot, Gujranwala, Faisalabad, Lahore and
Karachi.
The conventional textile industries of Pakistan (large-scale industries and SMEs) are producing technical textiles as well by
diversifying their products, dealing with health care textiles, protective textiles and packaging textiles etc. These industries are
mainly based in Faisalabad, Lahore, Multan, Karachi etc. The locations of technical textile industries are shown in figure 42.
Technical textile represents woven/knitted technical textiles.
Figure 42: Location of technical textile industry in different regions in Pakistan (2)
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2.6.2.1 Technical fibres and raw materials
Several natural and man-made fibres are being used in technical textiles. The total demand is increasing at a significant rate
of four per cent annually and has become 33.3 million tonnes in 2020.
The global consumption (22) of fibres for technical textiles is given in figure 43. Polyester is the leading fibre with a volume
share of 26 per cent followed by glass and nylon. In natural fibres cotton is leading with a share of seven per cent whereas
jute, hemp, flax etc. have a cumulative share of 15 per cent. In technical textiles, the share of man-made fibres is about 78
per cent.

Figure 43: Global consumption of fibre for technical textiles (2)

In terms of global consumption of fibres for technical
textiles, polyester is the leading fibre with a volume
share of 26 per cent followed by glass and nylon.
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The list of main natural, manmade and high-performance fibres and their properties are given in table 8.

Table 8: Properties of natural fibres (23)

The total demand of technical textile is increasing at
a significant rate of four per cent annually and has
become 33.3 million tonnes in 2020.
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The list of fibres, their type, and their use in different domains of technical textiles is given in Table 9.
Table 9: Use of fibres in technical textiles (2)

Pakistan’s spinning industry is mainly designed for spinning of staple natural fibres or their blends with man-made fibres.
There are 11 types of natural and synthetic fibres used in technical textiles (their HS codes given in the table below). Only 02
out of these 11 are locally produced in Pakistan, and their import quantity is valued at nearly US$1.1 million. These fibres are
partially or completely used in the production of technical textiles, the details of which are given in Table 10.
Table 10: Local production in Pakistan and staple fibre import in 2019 (2)

It can be noted that cotton and polyester are the two major fibres produced in Pakistan. The total quantity of these fibres
produced is equal to 2.1 million tonnes having a worth of US$2.9 billion. Pakistan imports 733,734 tonnes of fibres worth
US$1.15 billion. Cotton, viscose, polyester and aramid are the major imported fibres. The first three are only partially used in
technical textiles whereas aramida is completely used to produce yarn for technical textiles.
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2.6.2.2 Process wise mapping of the technical textile industry in Pakistan
The process wise mapping of the textile industry of Pakistan is given in table 11. Application area, location of factories, type of
their business etc. are also given in the same table.
Table 11: Process wise mapping of technical textile value chain in Pakistan

Less than 10 = x, 11-20 = xx, 21-50= xxx, more than 50=xxxx

2.6.3 Composite industry in Pakistan
The composite industry in Pakistan has an estimated market value of US$200 million. The industry mainly functions to meet
local needs of composite materials, especially glass fibre reinforced composites. The industry exports composite sports equipment such as hockey sticks and rackets etc. worth US$15 million. Most of the industry produces shelters, protection sheets
of glass/polyester using hand lay-up technique which is considered a low-tech fabrication. Compression molding, vacuum
infusion, resin transfer, pultrusion and filament winding etc. are used for fabrication of other applications as listed in table 12.
These are considered as medium-high tech keeping in view the sophistication of fabrication involved.
Table 12: Composite industry of Pakistan
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2.6.4 Nonwoven industry in Pakistan
Pakistan’s nonwoven industry is not very big in size and there are about 15-20 manufactures producing nonwoven for local as
well as the export market. The major raw material used is polypropylene and the main fabrication techniques include needle
punch, spunbond and spunbond-meltblown-spun bond (SMS) technique.
Most of the factories are producing spunbond nonwoven for hygiene, packaging products etc. Due to the increased demand
of masks, gowns etc. during COVID 19, there was a trend of installation of meltblown nonwoven technology. At present,
the nonwoven industry of Pakistan is not only meeting local demand, but also contributing to exports as well. The number of
spunbond manufacturing lines are about nine, followed by SMS which is four in number (figure 44).
The total annual capacity of spunbond and meltblown nonwoven is 21,480 and 22,560 tonnes respectively.
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Figure 44: Nonwoven manufacturing lines installed in Pakistan and their capacity (tonnes)

2.7 Educational and technical textile research institutes
Following are some research institutes which work on technical textile projects:

2.7.1 National Textile University Faisalabad
Ever since its inception National Textile University (NTU) has been the premier institute of textile education in the country,
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meeting the technical and managerial human resource needs of almost the entire textile industry of Pakistan. It always retained a close relationship with the industry and industrialists. National Textile University has been serving the Pakistani textile
industry since almost half a century. It has dedicated research facilities to diverse research fields, including coated textiles,
medical textile, geo textile, packtech, agrotech, protective textiles, nonwoven and composite materials.
NTU is the only university in Pakistan offering undergraduate as well as MS and PhD degree in textile engineering with specialization in technical textiles. NTU has following dedicated research centers for research on technical textiles:

1. Pak-Korea Technical Textile Research Centre
2. National Centre for Composite Materials
3. Nanotechnology Research Centre
4. Nonwoven Research Centre
5. National Textile Research Centre

These centres are well equipped with product development and testing facilities.

2.7.2 NED University of Engineering and Technology
NED University situated in Karachi is the highest ranked university in Pakistan. It has a textile engineering department, which
has a research focus on technical textiles. Technical textile subjects are also offered and students are encouraged to do
research in the field of technical textile. Many technical textile fields like sportech, agrotech and medical textile projects are
ongoing.

2.7.3 Mehran University of Engineering and Technology
The department of textile engineering has state-of-the-art machinery for processing of yarns, fabrics and their dyeing/finishing
along with various textile testing machines and processes, operated under supervision of highly qualified PhD Professors and
lab staff. It has many master and bachelor level research projects in the field of technical textile. Medical gloves, geo fabrics
and industrial covering fabrics structures and designs are initiated at this department.

2.8 Ministry of Commerce and Textile Policies
Ministry of commerce-textile division deals with the textile industry of Pakistan and is responsible for policy making. Though
there is not a clear segregation between conventional and technical textiles in Pakistan, still in the Textile Policy 2014-19,
there was an emphasis on technical textiles. This section will cover the government’s existing policy on technical textiles and
facilities they are offering to strengthen this sector in Pakistan. Two textile policies have been announced in Pakistan for 200914 and 2014-2019. Both the policies recognize that technical textile is an opportunity that Pakistan must exploit. Abstract
description of these policies is given below.

2.8.1 Textile policy 2009-14 (24)
In this policy, the government aimed to develop a proper strategy for the promotion of technical textiles in the country
“8.13 Technical Textiles: Technical textiles is an emerging area of high value addition, where given our strength in heavy
clothing; we can claim a significant portion of the world market share. However, there is a need to invest in R andD in this
area. The government will develop a proper strategy for the promotion of technical textiles in the country. For this purpose,
an exclusive centre of excellence to impart training, develop skills and provide relevant information about the trends in the
world pertaining to such fields like geotech, meditech and sportech, will be established”.
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2.8.2 Textile policy 2014-19 (34)
Textile policy 2014-19 had three dedicated sections for technical textiles, where the government aimed to develop strategy for
promotion of technical textiles:

10.8 Technical Textiles
10.8.1 Technical textiles are an emerging area of high value addition and through concerted efforts we can gain
significant share in the world market. However, there is a need to invest in R and D in this area. The government
will develop a proper strategy for the promotion of technical textiles in the country. For this purpose, an exclusive
centre of excellence to impart training, develop skills and provide relevant information about world trends in such
fields like geotech, meditech and sportech will be established. The government will pursue the KOICA who has
shown interest in establishing a research facility for technical textiles in National Textile University, Faisalabad.
The non-woven sector is one of the emerging sub-sectors having considerable share in value-added products. To
encourage this sector, training modules will be developed to impart knowledge and skills.”

12.4 National Textile University
12.4.1 The National Textile University (NTU) will continue to provide higher education and will increase the number of PhDs to meet the skill gap in research and development. NTU will be encouraged to establish departments
for technical textiles in collaboration with foreign donor agencies, and also to set up a department for textiles
dyes, pigments and finishing to support dyes and chemical manufacturing in the country.”

13.2 To achieve the objectives, strategic master plans will be developed particularly for export promotion, SME
development, technical textiles and sub-sectors.”

2.9 Testing of technical textiles
Technical textiles products are designed to perform a particular function. The testing required for a technical textile is more
comprehensive as compared to the conventional textiles. No dedicated test methods exist for technical textiles therefore, the
test methods available in ISO, ASTM, AATC, DIN etc. are used.
The materials used in technical textile products may be in the form of fiber, yarn, fabric or composite. The assessment of both
raw materials as well as the final product is necessary to meet the quality standards. Testing is carried out to evaluate the
functionality and performance of the required products. Common testing of fiber, yarn and fabric are listed below:

The testing required for a technical textile is more
comprehensive as compared to the conventional
textiles.
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Table 13. Major tests and test standard required for testing of technical textiles (26)

These are the following institutes in Pakistan for testing of technical textile yarns, fabrics and made-up (final products from
textile fabric other than apparels such as pillow covers, curtains, bedsheet cover etc.) .

2.9.1 National Textile University (NTU) Faisalabad
National Textile University is working on technical textiles and accommodates well-furnished lab facilities for its manufacturing
as well as testing.

2.9.2 Société Générale de Surveillance (SGS)
SGS offers testing services for technical textiles to verify material characteristics for application trials, detect defects, analyze
failures, improve new materials or conduct basic research on the theoretical strength of materials. SGS material testing services offer comprehensive testing for metals, polymers, and industrial lubricants. They also offer a broad range of mechanical,
physical, chemical and non-destructive testing methods.
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2.9.3 TTI testing laboratories
TTI is a globally recognized ISO/IEC 17025 accredited testing facility and ISO/IEC 17020 accredited inspection body in
Pakistan. TTI has a countrywide network of labs and customer centers, including a state-of-the-art purpose-built main testing
facility in Lahore, followed by the liaison offices in Karachi, Faisalabad, and Sialkot.

2.10 Textile associations
There is no dedicated industrial association dealing with technical textiles in Pakistan. However, depending upon nature of the
business, technical textile industries are members of the following associations:

1. All Pakistan Textile Mills Association
2. Pakistan Readymade Garments Manufacturers
and Exporters Association
3. Pakistan Gloves Manufacturers and Exporters
Association
4. Pakistan Canvas and Tents Manufacturers and
Exporters Association
5. Pakistan Sports Goods Manufacturers and
Exporters Association
6. Pakistan Textile Exporters Association

2.11 Trade analysis of technical textiles
The total trade volume of technical textiles in 2019 in the world was equal to US$211 billion. Pakistan’s share in exports was
equal to US$455 million which accounts for 0.215 per cent. At the same time Pakistan imported about US$313 million worth
of technical textiles in 2019.

2.11.1 Category wise analysis
As discussed earlier, application wise, there are 12 categories of technical textiles. The total trade volume in these categories
is about US$176 billion. Pakistan’s export share in this volume is 0.25 per cent, which is about US$448 million. At the same
time Pakistan imports about US$196 million in these categories as shown in table 14.
In addition, there is a trade volume of US$35.5 billion for technical fibers, yarns and fabrics. In this sector, Pakistan exported
goods worth US$7.0 million in 2019, which is 0.02 per cent of the total volume. Moreover, in the same category, Pakistan
imported goods worth US$117.5 million (Table 15).
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Table 14. Category wise global market of technical textiles and Pakistan’s exports and imports in 2019 (2)

Table 15. Global market of technical fibers, yarns and fabrics and Pakistan’s exports and imports in 2019 (2)
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2.11.1.1 Agrotech
There are six main HS codes in this category as given in table 16. Pakistan is a net importer in this category. Pakistan’s total
imports in this category in 2019 were US$4.79 million whereas exports were worth US$1.409 million.
Table 16. HS codes of main products included in Agrotech category

Pakistan’s major exports in this category were to Italy (71 per cent) under HS code 560790 as shown in figure 45.
Figure 45: Pakistan’s agrotech export (thousand US$) to world (2)

HS code 560790: “Twine, cordage, ropes, cables; of materials n.e.c. in heading no. 5607, whether or not plaited, braided
or impregnated, coated, covered, or sheathed with rubber or plastics” account for 98 per cent of exports. Pakistan’s major
imports in this category were from China (47 per cent), Iran (16 per cent) and India (10 per cent).
The major import in this category is of HS code 560749 (53 per cent), followed by HS code 560750 (18 per cent), HS code
560741 (17 per cent) and HS code 560790 (11 per cent) as shown in figure 46.
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Figure 46: Pakistan’s agrotech import (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)

Figure 47 shows the comparison of imports and exports of Pakistan in agrotech category. It can be noted that imports remained almost constant during these years however, there is a dip in exports of about US$1.0 million from 2018 to 2019.

Figure 47: Pakistan’s agrotech export and imports (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)
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2.11.1.2 Buildtech
There are eight main HS codes in this category as given in table 17. Pakistan is a net exporter in this category. Pakistan’s total
imports in this category in 2019 were US$2.968 million whereas exports were worth US$72.819 million.

Pakistan’s total imports in this category in 2019
were US$2.968 million whereas exports were worth
US$72.819 million.

© TatyanaMishchenko

Table 17. HS codes of main products included in buildtech category
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Figure 48: Pakistan’s buildtech export (million US$) to world (2)

In buildtech, Pakistan’s major export destinations are Saudi Arabia, UAE, Turkey, Kenya and Afghanistan as shown in figure
48.
Pakistan’s major exports are tents, of natural fibers (64 per cent), tarpaulins of synthetic fibers (27 per cent) and tarpaulins of
natural fibers (6 per cent) in the buildtech category as shown in figure 49.
In this category, Pakistan’s imports are mainly from China, France, Malaysia, Republic of Korea etc. The main imported
products are tents made of textile materials other than synthetic fibres (48 per cent), slag wool, rock wool and similar mineral
wools (including intermixtures thereof), in bulk, sheets or rolls (35 per cent) and Tarpaulins of synthetic fibers (13 per cent).
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Figure 49: Pakistan’s buildtech exports (million US$) to world, product wise breakdown (2)

In buildtech, Pakistan’s imports are decreasing from US$6.0 million in 2017 to US$3.0 million in 2019 as shown in figure
50. Exports were at an all-time high in 2017 with a value of US$113 million, however, they decreased to US$73 million in
2019.

Figure 50: Pakistan’s builtech exports and imports (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)
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2.11.1.3 Clothtech
There are mainly three HS codes in this category as shown in table 18. The total trade volume in the world in this category
was US$7.9 billion in 2019. Pakistan imported goods worth US$45 million in this category in 2019 whereas the exports
were only US$12.5 million which is 3.7 times less than the imports. The exports were only 0.16 per cent of the total trade
volume which is very little.

Table 18. HS Codes of main products included in clothtech category

Figure 51: Pakistan’s clothtech export (million US$) to world, country wise breakdown (2)

The major export destinations of Pakistan in this category include USA (11 per cent), United Kingdom (8 per cent), Sweden (9
per cent) and France (9 per cent) as shown in figure 51.
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Figure 52: Pakistan’s clothtech export (million US$) to world, product wise breakdown (2)

Looking at the exports of this category, the products include textile labels (72 per cent) and narrow fabrics (27 per cent) as
shown in figure 52. The main imports in this category are from China (72 per cent), Indonesia (6 per cent) and India (4 per
cent).
Figure 53: Pakistan’s clothtech import (million US$) from world, product wise breakdown (2)
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Slide fasteners are the major products (54 per cent) that Pakistan imports followed by labels (29 per cent) and narrow fabrics
(17 per cent) as shown in figure 53.
Figure 54: Pakistan’s clothtech exports and imports (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)

Pakistan is a net importer in this category as shown in figure 54. Clothtech exports of Pakistan remained almost the same over
the last five years with a value of US$12.585 million in 2019. Pakistan’s imports also remained the same in the given period
with a value of US$45.426 million in 2019.

US$12.585 million

Clothtech exports of Pakistan
remained almost the same over
the last five years

2.11.1.4 Hometech
This category has a major HS code 940429, that is “Mattresses, of other materials, not cellular rubber or plastics “. It has a
trade volume of US$2.6 billion. Pakistan exports only US$22,000 whereas it imports US$203,000 mainly from Republic of
Korea and China.

2.11.1.5 Mobiltech
This category has eight HS codes as shown in Table 19. It has a trade volume of US$27.79 billion. Pakistan’s exports are
US$1.2 million, whereas its imports are US$29.3 million in 2019.
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Table 19. HS Codes of main products included in mobiltech category

Pakistan’s major export destinations in this category are Japan (23 per cent), France (34 per cent) and Qatar (13 per cent)
where the major export products in this category are carpets and floor covering (53 per cent) and tyrecord textile fabrics (46
per cent).

Main export destinations are Japan, France and Qatar.
Major export products include
carpets, floor covering and tyrecord textile fabrics.
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Figure 55: Countries from which Pakistan is importing mobiltech (million US$) (2)

Pakistan’s major import partners in this category are China (69 per cent), Korea (9 per cent) and UAE (6 per cent) as shown in
figure 55.

Pakistan’s major import products in this category are carpets and floor covering (27 per cent) and tyrecord textile fabrics (53
per cent) and safety belts (12 per cent) as shown in figure 56.

Pakistan’s major import products include carpets, floor
covering, tyrecord textile fabrics and safety belts.
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Figure 56: Pakistan’s mobiltech import (million US$) from world, product wise breakdown (2)

Pakistan’s major import products in this category are carpets and floor covering (27 per cent) and tyrecord textile fabrics (53
per cent), safety belts (12 per cent) as shown in figure 56.

Figure 57: Pakistan’s mobiltech export and import (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)
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Pakistan is a net importer in this category as shown in figure 57. Clothtech export of Pakistan remained almost same over the
last five years with a value of US$1.2 million in 2019. Pakistan’s imports continued to increase till 2017, however, witnessed a
decrease in 2019 as the figure plummeted to US$29.39 million in 2019.

2.11.1.6 Oekotech
The global trade volume in this category is US$2.8 billion. Pakistan’s exports in 2019 remained US$1.8 million which is 0.06
per cent of the total global exports. In 2019, Pakistan imported textile products worth US$1.9 million as shown in table 20
and figure 58.

Table 20. HS codes of main products included in oekotech category

Figure 58: Pakistan’s oekotech export and import (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19)
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(2)

2.11.1.7 Packtech
Six HS codes (table 21) were considered in this category when determining trade volume. The total trade volume in this
category is equal to US$42.7 billion. Pakistan’s exports amount to a total of US$62 million, which is 0.15 per cent of global
exports. At the same time, Pakistan imports goods worth US$16.8 million in this category as well.

© Markus Winkler

Table 21. HS codes of main products included in packtech category
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Figure 59: Pakistan’s packtech export (million US$) to world, country wise breakdown (2)

Pakistan’s major export destinations in this category include Afghanistan (24 per cent), USA (12 per cent), Germany (10 per
cent), and China (5 per cent) as shown in figure 59. Pakistan’s major export products in this category include sacks and bags
of textiles (94 per cent).
Pakistan’s major import partners in this category include China (81 per cent), Thailand (6 per cent) and India (3 per cent). Pakistan’s major import products in this category include cases and containers; trunks, suit-cases, vanity-cases, executive-cases
etc. (51 per cent), cases and containers with outer surface of plastics etc. (30 per cent) and cases and containers; handbags
etc. (14 per cent).
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Figure 60: Pakistan’s Packtech exports and imports (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)

Pakistan is a net exporter in this category thar are not particularly stable as shown in figure 60. It achieves a maximum value
US$90.472 million in 2017 however, this value becomes US$62.395 million in 2019. Pakistan’s imports are decreasing and
were equal to US$16.844 million in 2019.

Pakistan’s imports are decreasing and were equal to
US$16.844 million in 2019.
2.11.1.8 Indutech
The total global trade volume in this category was US$5.8 billion. Pakistan’s exports were US$0.227 million in 2019 while
imports remained US$16.6 million. While analyzing trade, 5 HS codes given in table 22 were considered.

Pakistan’s Indutech export
in 2019

US$0.227 million
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Table 22. HS codes of the main products included in the indutech category

Pakistan’s major export in this category is to Oman (49 per cent), USA (11 per cent) and Afghanistan (8 per cent).
There are two products i.e. rubber conveyor belts (61 per cent) and textile conveyor belts (38 per cent) that cover 99 per cent
of Pakistan’s exports in this category. Pakistan’s major import in this category is from China (36 per cent), USA (15 per cent),
Korea (14 per cent) and Italy (10 per cent).
Regarding imports, abrasive powder on a base of woven fabric (24 per cent), optical fibers (24 per cent), rubber conveyor
belts (31 per cent), textile hose (13 per cent) and textile conveyor belts (8 per cent) are the major imported products as shown
in figure 61.
Figure 61: Pakistan’s indutech import (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)
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Pakistan is a net importer in this category.

2.11.1.9 Medtech
The total global trade volume in this category is US$42.9 billion. This is calculated taking into account five HS codes given in
table 23. Pakistan’s exports remained US$89 million in 2019, which is 0.21 per cent of the total global exports in this category. In 2019, Pakistan’s imports in this category remained US$68 million.

Table 23. HS codes of main products included in medtech category

Pakistan’s major export in this category is to USA (39 per cent), Germany (14 per cent) and UK (4 per cent) as shown in figure
62.

The total global trade volume
in Medtech is US$42.9 billion.
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Figure 62: Pakistan’s medtech export (million US$) to the world, country wise breakdown (2)

Exports include products such as textiles; made up articles (including dress patterns), n.e.c. in chapter 63, n.e.c., in heading
no. 6307 (53 per cent) and graduated compression hosiery (38 per cent), etc. as shown in figure 63.

Pakistan’s imports in this category are mainly from China
(35 per cent), Egypt (26 per cent) and Turkey (12 per
cent) as shown in figure 64.
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Figure 63: Pakistan’s medtech exports (million US$) to the world, product wise breakdown (2)

swab surgical instrument - Photos by Canva
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Pakistan’s imports in this category are mainly from China (35 per cent), Egypt (26 per cent) and Turkey (12 per cent) as shown
in figure 64.
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Figure 64: Pakistan’s medtech import (million US$) from the world, country wise breakdown (2)

Imports include products i.e. sanitary towels (pads) and tampons etc. (57 per cent), suture etc. (15 per cent), textile made up
and graduated compression hosiery (4 per cent) etc. as shown in figure 65.
Figure 65: Pakistan’s medtech import (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown
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Figure 66: Pakistan’s medtech export and import (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)

As evident from figure 66, Pakistan was a net importer in this category until 2018, however, due to the increase in exports and
subsequent decrease in imports in 2019, Pakistan became a net exporter in this category.

2.11.1.10 Protech
Considering the six HS codes given in table 24, the total global trade volume of this category is US$22 billion. Pakistan
exported worth US$161 million in 2019, which is 0.7 per cent of the total trade. In 2019, Pakistan imported US$3.3 million
worth of protective textiles.

Pakistan exported worth US$161 million in 2019, which
is 0.7 per cent of the total trade.
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Table 24. HS codes of the main products included in protech category

Pakistan’s major export in this category is to the USA (28 per cent), UK (9 per cent), Netherland (8 per cent) and Germany (8
per cent) etc. as shown in figure 67.
Figure 67: Pakistan’s protech export (million US$) to the world, country wise breakdown (2)
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The major export products include knitted gloves (90 per cent) and knitted gloves (9 per cent) etc. Pakistan’s imports in this
category are mainly from China (60 per cent), UAE (22 per cent) and USA (3 per cent). The imports include products such as
garment made up of non-knitted fabrics (58 per cent), life jackets (23 per cent) and garments made up of knitted fabrics (19
per cent), etc.

Figure 68: Pakistan’s protech export versus import (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)

Pakistan’s exports in the protech category are continuously increasing as the exports amounted to US$161 million in 2019.
Pakistan is a net exporter in this category. In the last five years, imports remained consistent amounting to US$3.0 million in
2019.

2.11.1.11 Sportech
Calculated on the basis of ten HS codes given in table 25, the total global trade volume in this category is US$12.8 billion.
Pakistan exported US$44 million in 2019, which is 0.35 per cent of the total global trade. In the same year Pakistan imported
US$6.2 million worth of goods.
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Table 25. HS codes of main products included in sportech category

In this category, Pakistan’s major export destination is the UK (24 per cent), Kenya (15 per cent) and Congo (5 per cent) etc.
as shown in figure 69:

The major export products of Pakistan
in sportech are Track suits, ski suits and
swimwear; knitted or crocheted.
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Figure 69: Pakistan’s sportech export (million US$) to the world, country wise breakdown

Figure 70: Pakistan’s sportech export (million US$) to the world, product wise breakdown
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The major export products of Pakistan in this category include knitted track suits (61 per cent) and nets and other made-up
nets (34 per cent) etc. as shown in figure 70.
Pakistan’s main import partners in this category include China (72 per cent), India (8 per cent), Thailand and Iran (6 per cent).
With regards to imports, the main products include twine, cordage (88 per cent) and rubber; vulcanized, articles of apparel,
etc. (9 per cent).

Figure 71: Pakistan’s sportech export and import (thousand US$) comparison (2015-19) (2)

As shown in figure 71, Pakistan is a net exporter in the category of sportech. Import in this category remains almost same
equivalent to US$6.2 million. Exports in this category are decreasing and achieved a value of US$44 million in 2019.

2.11.1.12 Geotech
In general, geotech is exported/imported in a rolled or fabric form and it is very difficult to distinguish between the commodity
codes of fabrics used in geotechnical applications and other technical fabrics that will be converted to end-products. Hence,
any technical textile end-products traded as rolled goods were considered in the analysis under the technical fabrics section
and not under the end-products.

2.11.2 Product wise analysis
2.11.2.1 Technical fibers
The volume of world exports in this category is US$6.7 billion. Pakistan’s exports in this category are nil, however, its imports
were US$40 million in 2019. This calculation is based on the six HS codes given in table 26.
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US$6.7 billion

The volume of world exports in this category

Table 26. HS Codes of main products included in the technical fibers category

Pakistan imports technical fibers mainly from Bangladesh (59
per cent) followed by USA (27 per cent) and the Republic of
Korea (6 per cent).
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Figure 72: Pakistan’s technical fiber import (million US$) from the world, country wise breakdown (2)

The major import products of Pakistan in this category
include jute (59 per cent) and aramid fibers (33 per cent).
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Figure 73: Pakistan’s technical fiber import (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)

© suradom

As shown in figure 73, the major import products of Pakistan in this category include jute (59 per cent) and aramid fibers (33
per cent).
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Figure 74: Pakistan’s technical fiber import (thousand US$) and exports comparison (2015-19) (2)

Pakistan’s exports are almost zero in this category with imports at an all-time high of US$66.8 million in 2018 (Figure 74).
However, this value decreased to US$40 million in 2019.

2.11.2.2 Technical yarns
Global export market of this category is US$16 billion. This is calculated on the basis of 16 HS codes given in table 27.
Pakistan’s total exports in this category are US$0.5 million in 2019. In the same year Pakistan imported technical yarns worth
US$14.9 million .

Pakistan imported technical
yarns worth US$14.9 million
in 2019.
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Table 27. HS Codes of main products included in technical yarns category
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Figure 75: Pakistan’s technical yarn import (million US$) from the world, country wise breakdown (2)

Pakistan’s major import partner in this category is China (47 per cent), Bangladesh (10 per cent) and Austria etc. as shown in
figure 75.
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Figure 76: Pakistan’s technical yarn import (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)

The major imported products by Pakistan in this category include: synthetic monofilament of 67 decitex or more (39 per cent),
glass fibers (11 per cent), rubber thread and cord; textile covered (5 per cent) and carbon fibers (7 per cent) as shown in
figure 76.
Figure 77: Pakistan’s technical yarn import (thousand US$) and exports comparison (2015-19) (2)
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The import in technical yarn category was increasing till 2018 to achieve a higher value of US$17 million. This value
decreased to US$14 million in 2019 (figure 77).

2.11.2.3 Technical fabrics
The global export market of this category is US$12.5 billion. This is calculated on the basis of four HS codes given in table
28. Pakistan’s total exports in this category are US$6.5 million in 2019. In the same year, Pakistan imported technical yarns
worth US$62 million.

© Charlotta Järnmark / WWF-Sweden

Table 28. HS codes of main products included in technical fabrics category
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Figure 78: Pakistan’s technical fabric exports (million US$) to the world, country wise breakdown (2)

The major export destinations of Pakistan include Kuwait (32 per cent), UK (28 per cent) and USA (15 per cent) as shown in
figure 78.
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Figure 79: Pakistan’s technical fabric exports (million US$) to the world, product wise breakdown (2)

The major products exported by Pakistan in this category include impregnated textile fabrics (59 per cent), textile fabrics; otherwise impregnated, coated or covered; painted canvas etc. (39 per cent) as shown in figure 79.

Figure 80: Pakistan’s technical fabric imports (million US$) from the world, country wise breakdown (2)
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The major imports of Pakistan in this category are from China (81 per cent) as shown figure 80.

Figure 81: Pakistan’s technical fabric imports (million US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)

The major imported products by Pakistan in this category include: impregnated textiles fabrics (81 per cent), textile fabrics;
otherwise impregnated, coated or covered; painted canvas etc. (13 per cent) as shown in figure 81.
Figure 82: Pakistan’s technical fabric import and export (thousand US$) from the world, product wise breakdown (2)
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The export of Pakistan in this category reached a maximum value of US$6.5 million in 2019 as shown in figure 82. The imports in this category reached a maximum value of US$95.9 million in 2018, however, the import value decreased to US$62
million in 2019.

2.12 Major findings
As mentioned in table 17 and 18, the total market value of technical textiles is about US$211 billion. The exports of Pakistan
are about US$454 million which is 0.215 per cent of the global market. At the same time Pakistan imports about US$313
million worth of technical textiles.
The category-wise and product-wise analysis is given below:

The technical textiles exports of Pakistan are about US$454
million which is 0.215 per cent of the global market.
2.12.1 Category-wise technical textiles in Pakistan (2015-2019)
Pakistan remained a net exporter of technical textiles in the last five years (figure 83). Pakistan’s technical textile exports remained in the range of US$500±50 million. The maximum export value of Pakistan in technical textiles was US$544 million
in 2017, whereas the export value in 2019 was US$447 million. Pakistan’s imports varied between US$294 million in 2017
and US$196 million in 2019, which is the minimum value of imports in the last five years.
Figure 83: Pakistan’s technical textile exports and imports (thousand US$) comparison (2)
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As shown in figure 84, Pakistan’s average exports over the last five years in sportech and protech is more than US$150 million, buildtech is about US$100 million and packtech about US$80 million. Exports in other categories were not very significant.

© PLG

As shown in figure 85, Pakistan’s average imports over a period of five years in medtech is more than US$120 million, clothtech is about US$50 million and mobiltech about US$40 million. Imports in other categories were not very significant.

Figure 84: Pakistan’s category wise technical textiles export (thousand US$) (2015-19) (2)
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Figure 85: Pakistan’s category wise technical textile imports (thousand US$) (2015-19) (2)

2.12.2 Product-wise technical textiles (2019)
The top 15 (with respect to market volume) technical textile products are shown in table 29 including the technical textile category, HS code, world exports in thousand US$, Pakistan’s export (thousand US$), percentage share in global export volume
etc. These fifteen products have a global volume of US$142 billion which is about 71 per cent of the total trade volume.
Pakistan’s share in these top products is only US$164 million which is about 0.12 per cent. China remained the top exporting
country in 14 out of the 15 products. Whereas the United States is the top importing country in 14 out of the 15 products.
In the aforementioned top 15 products, Pakistan is neither among the top five exporters nor among the top five importers.
Pakistan’s share is greater than one per cent for only one HS code 6305 which is “sacks and bags, of a kind used for the
packing of goods”, which is equal to US$57.7 million.
Among the top 15 products, four belong to medtech and packtech each, two products to mobiltech, protech and sportech
each and one to the clothtech category.
Data about Pakistan’s top 10 export products (with respect to export volume in thousand US$) is given in table 29. The table
also contains information on the given category, HS code, product names, world export (thousand US$) in that category,
Pakistan’s export, Pakistan’s share in percentage, top export destinations of Pakistani products and top five exporting countries
in that category in the world.
Pakistan’s top 10 export products account for US$415 million, which is more than 90 per cent of Pakistan’s total technical
textile exports. These products are related to medtech (2), packtech (1), protech (2), buildtech (2), sportech (2) and clothtech (1).
If we look at the top 10 technical textile export products of Pakistan (table 30), only four of them are among the 15 high export volume products globally as given in table 29. Out of the top 10 export products (table 30), Pakistan is amongst the top
five exporting countries in three products. Moreover, Pakistan’s top export product is HS code 611610 (knitted gloves) worth
US$144 million, contributing 4.88 per cent export share to global trade in this category (2).
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Table 29: Global technical textile market in thousand US$ (top 15 products) (2)

Table 30: Technical textile exports in thousand US$ by Pakistan (top 10 products) (2)

Table 31: Technical textile imports in thousand US$ by Pakistan (top 10 products) (2)
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3

SWOT ANALYSIS OF PAKISTAN’S TECHNICAL
TEXTILES VALUE CHAIN

In this section different members of the value chain were identified and several interviews were conducted to analyze the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats pertaining to the technical textiles value chain in Pakistan.

3.1 Strengths
The analysis indicates that the technical textile value chain of Pakistan has unique strengths that can support the growth of this
industry.
1. A very integral factor is the low cost of doing business in Pakistan as it is regarded as one of the countries with the lowest
comparative labour costs. Low labour cost is an important aspect when taking into account the cost of production, especially
in the labour-intensive technical textile industries such as weaving, knitting and garment manufacturing.
2. Similarly, the cost of utilities in Pakistan was a bit higher as compared to regional countries, however, recently with the
government of Pakistan announcing relief packages for industries in which the cost of commercial electricity and peak-hour
charges are being reduced, it is comparable with regional countries. This is an important cost factor, especially in industries
that consume a lot of energy, such as melt spinning of polymeric and glass fibres and polymer laid nonwovens and industries
that consume a lot of water, such as, functional chemical treatment and finishing of technical fabrics.
3. While the industry in Pakistan is dominated by small and medium enterprises, there are few large businesses with economies of scale that can compete with global competitors.
4. Furthermore, the industry in Pakistan is very diverse, with a broad range of products that can meet the diverse local demand for technical textiles. There is high local demand for technical textiles in Pakistan, including, medtech, clothtech and
buildtech, which is a significant strength point that can support the growth of this industry. Furthermore, there is a space in
technical fibres, yarns and fabrics as well. In 2019, Pakistan imported US$314 million worth of technical textiles.
5. Pakistan has a promising future in the export of technical textiles. It holds a strategic geographic location with proximity to
the main markets consuming technical textiles such as China and India, in addition to emerging markets such as Arab Gulf
countries and Africa. The country benefits from the GSP+ status, which makes it an ideal procurement platform for technical
textiles, semi-processed and finished products for the European Union (EU) countries. In addition, it has several industrial free
zones for export-based businesses that are distributed across the country. Pakistan also has a special export subsidy programme and draw back system to support local manufacturers in accessing international markets.

There is high local demand for
technical textiles in Pakistan,
including, medtech, clothtech
and buildtech.
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6. Pakistan also has a competitive advantage in the ability to acquire technical expertise on an independent basis. In most
cases, Pakistani firms rely on acquiring the know-how from machinery manufacturers as part of the supply contract. As well,
the ability to deliver technical training to strengthen the technical capacity and expertise of employees is important to the success of the industry. This type of technical training is also provided by machine manufacturers.
7. Pakistan has good infrastructure as far as electricity, utilities, IT, roads and ports are concerned. In recent years, the government has been working to improve this infrastructure to support modern industries under CPEC. In addition, the Pakistani
banking system has improved considerably, and it now offers a wide range of modern services like internet banking. There are
also several programs which finance the modernization of machinery and the development of exports.
8. Finally, the country has several research institutes and testing bodies that can perform tests on technical textiles, such as the
SGS, TTI and National Textile University etc.

Pakistan benefits from the GSP+ status, which
makes it an ideal procurement platform for technical textiles, semi-processed and finished products
for the European Union (EU) countries.

3.2 Weaknesses
Despite the competitive advantages, Pakistan suffers from major weaknesses that prevent the technical textile industry from
reaching its full potential.
1. The lack of technical expertise and exclusive technology can hinder the growth of this industry. Most companies in Pakistan
rely on sourcing machinery for production from suppliers present in the market. Therefore, these technical resources are also
available to their competitors hence depriving them of a competitive edge pertaining to manufacturing equipment. One of the
key competitive advantages in the technical textile business is having a unique product that is based on proprietary technology, which comes from extensive investment in R and D and product development activities. That is not so in Pakistan. There is
a lack of specialized training in technical textiles and nonwovens and a lack of expertise that can provide technical support to
businesses. In addition, there is an overall lack of awareness about technical textile materials, applications and benefits and a
high rate of staff turnover.
2. Another weakness is the lack of high-performance fibre, yarn and specialty fabrics providers. Advanced fibres such as
carbon fibre and aramid fibre are key components in a wide range of technical textile applications, including protech. Local
suppliers may have access to these types of raw materials, but they may have nonuniform quality and delayed deliveries.
3. In most cases, capital investment in technical textiles in Pakistan is high because of the high capital cost of machinery, particularly in upstream processes. The severity of this issue has increased with the devaluation of the rupee relative to the dollar
as most machines are imported in dollars. In addition, high bank interest rates further complicate this issue. Moreover, most
technical textile companies in Pakistan are small and medium-sized enterprises with small economies of scale.
4. Despite the availability of testing and certification centres for basic textile tests, there is a lack of testing facilities that can do
advanced testing and validation of technical materials such as anti-microbial activity, fire retardant, porosity, filtration efficiency and others. This is coupled with the lack of local standards for technical textiles, which result in a high degree of uncertainty in the market.
5. Textile care is an important factor when dealing with textile goods, however, when it comes to their care, it requires special
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-ized industrial laundries to be able to maintain the durability of functional treatments and coatings. The lack of industrial
laundering in Pakistan is one of the key points that is limiting the potential of wearable technical textiles in Pakistan.
6. Finally, low local demand in the specialty sectors makes it very difficult to do business in areas like the automotive sector.
Pakistan produces about 200,000 vehicles a year, resulting in very low local demand for automotive textiles (mobiltech).

One of the key competitive advantages in the
technical textile business is having a unique product that is based on proprietary technology, which
comes from extensive investment in R and D and
product development activities.

ADVANTAGES

3.3 Opportunities
Looking at the technical textiles value chain in Pakistan and globally, there are many opportunities that can support the upgrading of this value chain in Pakistan.
1. The growth potential of local market is very strong, due to the growing demand for technical textiles at the local level. This
growing demand is primarily due to large government investments (mainly through CPEC) in infrastructure projects that use
geotextiles in roads, bridges and canals. There is also a strong demand from the booming construction and building industry
that uses thermal insulation, moisture insulation membranes, safety mesh and many more. Further, the demand in the healthcare sector is increasing with high potential for growth in medical textiles and nonwovens. The issuance of mandatory standards or legislations could increase the local demand even higher, especially in the healthcare, construction, and protective
clothing department. The increasing local demand is not accompanied by a growth in the local industry, hence why Pakistan
relies on imports to fulfill this demand. The size of the local industry is still very small and the competition is low, hence there is
very good potential for the local industry to grow and substitute the imported goods.
2. Not only is there potential in the local marketplace, but there is potential in export market as well. There is a growing demand in the regions such as Gulf countries and African countries and there are government incentives to increase exports.
3. The high growth potential of the local industry is also supported by numerous government programs aimed at supporting
small investors. The technical textile industry has high profit margins compared to traditional textiles, and there is a very good
cost advantage for local manufacturers. It is expected that the industry’s successes will encourage more businesses to invest in
the industry.
4. Lastly, there is potential for attracting foreign direct investment into this industry. The government has built new textile cities
and Special Economic Zones (SEZs) under CPEC. Furthermore, the low exchange rate and low manufacturing costs in Pakistan make it a very attractive destination for relocation. In addition, the trade war between the United States and China will
force many Chinese companies to move their companies to Pakistan to benefit from the rule of origin.

3.4 Threats
There are new challenges to the technical textiles value chain in Pakistan:
1. One of these is growing competition in the local and export markets. Competition in the local market comes mainly from
low-priced imports of technical textiles from countries like China.
2. There is increased competition in export markets from other attractive manufacturing countries, such as India, Vietnam
and Turkey. Turkey is a key participant in the global technical textiles market and it occupies a strategic location in terms of its
proximity to Europe, familiarity with the securities industry and secure links.
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3. There is also competition that comes from the conventional textile materials in terms of price. This can be seen in disposable diapers vs. washable diapers and single use medical textiles vs. washable medical textiles.
4. Another threat is the ongoing modifications in the business environment, such as the political instability.
5. The increasing prices of utilities and energy could dilute the advantage of the low cost of doing business in Pakistan and
can significantly harm the companies with high energy consumption such as the nonwoven and technical textiles industries.
6. There is also instability with respect to investment legislation.
7. There are also restrictions on the export and import of high-performance specific materials into Pakistan. This control is
imposed on fibers and fabrics made of carbon, aramids etc. due to potential use of such materials in arms.
8. It is also important to note that bank interest rates change frequently and this could cause uncertainty in future investments.
9. Other threats to exporting companies include the unstable value of the rupee in relation to the US dollar, which makes the
business uncertain.
10. Furthermore, removing the trade barriers and import tariffs will significantly harm local producers of technical textile
end-products.
11. Lastly, fast-technological changes, an increasing protection on know-how and proprietary technologies and the difficulty
in the ability to gain the technical know-how, is making local companies more reluctant to investing in this sector.

3.5 Findings of the SWOT analysis
Table 32: Summary of SWOT Analysis
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Not only is there potential in the local marketplace, but there is
potential in export market as well. There is a growing demand
in the regions such as Gulf countries and African countries and
there are government incentives to increase exports.
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3.6 Recommendations
3.6.1 Required interventions
Table 33: Required interventions for technical textiles value chain in Pakistan
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There is a need to establish specialized centers of
excellence and competitive centers, which can support technical training, technical consultation and
technology transfer.
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3.7 Regional and international success stories
The shifting from traditional textiles into technical textiles has been the objective of several countries throughout the world.
India is seen as one of the major players in the global textile value chain. The Indian government introduced the Scheme
for Growth and Development of Technical Textiles (SGDTT) in 2008 with a US$6.41 million fund. It consisted of three main
elements:

1. Baseline survey,
2. Awareness-raising and
3. Setting up centres of excellence for technical
textiles.

The baseline survey was carried out to create an accurate and detailed data base of statistics and information on the technical
textile sector in India. Outreach campaigns included more than 60 outreach programmes, seminars and workshops throughout
India.
In addition to this, four centers of excellence in four sub-sectors were established as well.

1. Bombay Textile Research Association - BTRA
(geotech),
2. Synthetic and Art Silk Mills’ Research Association - SASMIRA (agrotech),
3. Northern India Textile Research Association NITRA (protech), and
4. South India Textile Research Association - SITRA (medtech)

These centers of excellence provide support to the industry for testing, training, information, and other services under the
same roof.
In addition to the three main components of the programme, the country also organized two technological missions on
technical textiles (TMTT) between 2010 and 2015, which were extended by two additional years between 2017 with US$2.77
million in funding. The first mission focused on standardization, the establishment of common test facilities with national/international accreditation, the establishment of local prototyping facilities and training facilities.
On the basis of the initial mission, four additional centres of excellence were established in the areas of:
1. Nonwovens
2. Composites
3. Indutech and
4. Sportech
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Whereas the second mission focused on support for the domestic and export markets of technical textiles, including support
for the start-up of undertakings and the financing of workshops, social compliance and market support, entering into R and D
contracts and establishing focused incubation centers.
In addition, the country promotes the use of agrotech and geotech by raising awareness, establishing demonstration centres
and capacity building. Moreover, India has included all technical textile machinery under the Technology Upgrade Funds
Scheme (TUFS), which provides a 10 per cent capital subsidy and a 5 per cent interest repayment, in addition to a 5 per cent
preferential tariff on machinery.
On the infrastructure front, the country has implemented the Scheme for Integrated Textile Parks Programme (SITP), which
provides the industry with world-class infrastructure to create textile units. Through this program, the government of India
supports businesses in the creation of their business infrastructure in parks to a maximum of 40 per cent of the project cost
limited to INR 40 crores (US$5.3 million) for each textile park.
India has also launched a project to strengthen the database and standards for technical textiles to support decision-making
by the government and other industry stakeholders. This project included the completion of a baseline survey on strengthening
the technical textiles industry database, as well as the identification and classification of technical textiles HS codes.
The Indian model of growth in the technical textiles sector has been a great success. The technical textiles sector in India has
become one of the fastest growing segments of the Indian economy and should see double-digit growth in the coming years.
It is expected to reach a market size of US$27.7 billion by 2021. In addition, the Indian industry has now grown to 2,100
producers of technical textiles, with a 5 per cent share of the global market for technical textiles. The success of India has
attracted many international technical textile actors to invest in India, like Johnson and Johnson, P&G, 3M, DuPont, Freudenberg, Teijin, Ahlstrom, Owens Corning, among others.

The technical textiles sector in India has become one
of the fastest growing segments of the Indian economy
and should see double-digit growth in the coming years.
3.8 Proposed technical assistance interventions in future
Following interventions are proposed in alignment with key stakeholders that will support existing SMEs integration into the
technical textiles value chain:
1. Train and raise the awareness of customs’ employees on identification and classification of technical textiles raw materials
and end-products according to HS codes to increase the accuracy of foreign trade data.
2. Perform feasibility studies for the suggested opportunities for imports substitution, especially those opportunities suitable for
SMEs.
3. Development of national data base of technical textiles manufacturers.
4. Support the national incubator specializing in the textile industry at National Textile University, Faisalabad for start-ups on
technical textiles.
5. Support the textile institutes especially National Textile University (NTU) for capacity building and knowledge transfer for
cluster design, new manufacturing technologies, and new material applications to ensure a sustainable, low-cost knowledge
transfer, continuous improvement, and growth of SMEs.
6. Provide training and awareness programs to the textile companies and SMEs in Pakistan on the fundamentals, applications,
and market potential of technical textiles.
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Technical textile products are used
primarily for their technical performance and functional properties.
The share of technical textiles in
Pakistan’s export is about 0.3 per
cent against 2.4 per cent share in
export of conventional textiles.

Pakistan has an untapped export
potential of US$12.2 billion out
which potential of textile and clothing is about US$7.0 billion.
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The technical textile industry is one
of the fastest growing industries
in the world with an emerging
market of US$200 billion

Pakistan is not exploiting markets
like Japan, Russia, Korea, Mexico,
Switzerland etc. which are importing more than US$100 billion
worth of textiles and clothing.
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